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Actiontec t3200m review

Joined Nov 8, 2017 Messages 300 I'll keep it short, and to the point. My main router is upstairs (master bedroom) and I need better speeds and coverage in the living room, and basement (entertainment area). What would be my ideal solution here? Are most repeaters plug and play or do you need to be network savvy to set them up?
Thanks Joined Feb 7, 2009 Messages 5,382 Location Edmonton, AB Most routers have a setting to set them to repeaters without hassle. ASUS implements this VERY well. That being said be aware that repeaters are doubling your wifi traffic essentially. Everything going through the repeater gets broadcast twice. This isnt really a big
issue a lot of time, but for streaming applications, and things requiring low ping times (games) you can definitely get some negative side effects. I know you said hardwire isnt an option, but setting up seperate (hardwired) nodes is almost always a better solution than filling the gap with a repeater. Have you considered or looked in to
Powerline? There are great 1gbps kits out now for a very reasonable price. You could team it up with an inexpensive router to fufill your wireless needs (potentially) better than a repeater setup. Joined Jul 16, 2007 Messages 10,510 Location Toronto, ON Or the alternative is the "mesh" WiFi solutions they sell. Those don't suffer nearly as
much from the drawbacks of repeaters since generally it's a dedicated channel for each AP to "talk" to each other on and another channel for your devices to connect to. Joined Feb 7, 2009 Messages 5,382 Location Edmonton, AB Or the alternative is the "mesh" WiFi solutions they sell. Those don't suffer nearly as much from the
drawbacks of repeaters since generally it's a dedicated channel for each AP to "talk" to each other on and another channel for your devices to connect to. Yes, this is definitely an option, but the price goes up a lot for the functionality. The upside to the price is flexability to grow if needed. Joined Nov 8, 2017 Messages 300 It appears a
powerline solution seems to be my only reliable alternative because gaming and streaming is my main priority. What's well regarded as being the best right now? Thank you kindly, gents! Follow these instructions to install your T3200 modemThis article can be useful when you’ve already got some or all of the TELUS equipment at your
disposal. If you are awaiting equipment, your self-install kit should arrive within 3-5 business days of when you placed your order.You can track your order through Canada Post with the tracking number included in the order confirmation email with the subject "Confirmation of changes to your TELUS account)" or the one sent by SMS to
your account’s contact information.The self-installation process for PureFibre High Speed Internet access normally takes around 30 minutes, but may vary and can take longer.As a reminder, replacing a gateway will result in a change of settings to your internet setup, specifically Wi-Fi settings (SSID and Passphrase). Be sure to connect
all of your devices to the new network once you are done with the gateway setup.Actiontec T3200MIn order to install your modem, you must have completed the configuration of an ONT, if applicable. Learn more about installing an ONT here.Optik TV subscribers: Once the TELUS gateway is activated, you can proceed to install your PVR
Drive. Only after your PVR Drive is initialized should you continue with the install of your Optik TV Wireless Digital Box(es) for each of your TV sets.To change an existing TELUS modem, please follow the steps below first.Locate your current modemDisconnect all cables connected to the existing modem. We suggest taking a photo for
future referenceFor the TELUS Wi-Fi Hub with fiber connector :3. Remove the green connector from the fiber connectorLift the green tab on the fiber connector still inside the modem until you hear a "click"Then pull the tab to remove the module from the modemWarning: To prevent risks associated with fibre optics, always handle with
care and make sure to never look at the end of the cable. Always point the end of the fibre optics cable towards the ground.Warning: Additional precautions must be taken when working near an electrical panel. TELUS recommends that a certified electrician be hired if electrical work needs to be done.Connect the new power adapter to
the new modem router and plug it into a wall outletIf you have just changed the modem, please reconnect all the ethernet cables as on the previous modemConnect devices such as computers, smartphones and tablets to Wi-Fi using the wireless network name and password on left side of the T3200 modemInstalling this new modem has
changed your current wireless network settings (name and password). If you changed the settings on your old equipment and want to restore it in order to avoid having to reconfigure all of your equipment, download the TELUS My Wi-Fi app and configure the name and password from your previous wireless networkCongratulations, you
have completed the configuration and are now connected to your Wi-Fi network. To learn how to connect a mobile device like a tablet or smartphone to your wireless modem router, go to telus.com/InternetSupport. Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. I have the same firmware, so I assume that's the latest version,
though I could be wrong.As for your issues, I was having the same problem with a couple different devices, the first day, then it just stopped. I do still get some hanging when it's switching between the extender and the base station, but it usually sorts it out within a few seconds. I don't know if you want to fiddle with the wireless settings at
all, maybe something like smartscreen is turned on, or something else is enabled that doesn't need to be.Page 2said by bimmerdriver:31.164L.12Adds ASSIA CloudCheck Agent Integration Monitors your Wifi network in the Cloud (uploads analytical data of your Wifi network traffic needs) and adjusts your Wifi to improve it. How about, No.
The smarter things become (technology), the dumber people get in not knowing how to adjust technology all by themselves, without some helper Cloud. »www.assia-inc.com/wp-con ··· heet.pdf»www.assia-inc.com/produc ··· udcheck/From a promoting campaign 2014»www.indiegogo.com/projec ··· internet In order to bring you this cool
service we need to Cloudcheck enable Wi-Fi routers. This means we need to add a tiny amount of software to the WiFi routers operating system program space. This software, which we call an "agent," talks to the Cloudcheck cloud server and collects the information from your WiFi router that allows us to learn about your network and
also change the physical settings of your WiFi router to dynamically optimize your WiFi router settings. We need your support here to prove to the WiFi router company's that you as a consumer want cloud based monitoring and optimization of your WiFi router. Hitron has it on their units.2016 »www.lightreading.com/cab ··· d/726010
Hitron will offer ASSIA's CloudCheck Wi-Fi optimization and diagnostics solution through its home gateway devices. This solution will enable cable operators deploying Hitron gateways to gain visibility and control over subscriber Wi-Fi environments leading to significant reduction in customer support costs and vastly improved customer
satisfaction.CloudCheck enables self-healing Wi-Fi networks by leveraging ASSIA's machine-learning based cloud architecture with an agent solution in the gateway. CloudCheck performs real-time analysis compared against historical information to automatically optimize wireless network environments without operator or user
intervention. In addition, Hitron gateways with CloudCheck make accurate context-based recommendations to subscribers, allowing them to benefit from true self-healing, self-optimizing and self-management capabilities. Page 3said by que_ball:said by Anon4c43d :I am getting slow wifi LAN file sharing performance on my T3200
routerThe actual throughput (MB/sec) seems fine. But there is a significant delay when accessing files on the network. If I just do a direct wifi ad-hoc between computers, the performance fine, so it is definitely the router. Makes playing roms stored on a different network device unplayable (unless I forgo the router and do a direct wifi
connection). Anyone have any thoughts?If you ping the name of the file server does it report back a LAN address immediately, after a long delay and is it IPv6 or IPv4 address?Pinging that other server does it have a very low latency like 1ms? Does the ping times spike to very high numbers?Have you tried disabling 2.4Ghz and just
enable 5Ghz radio to see if wifi interference is a cause?Thanks for the help!If I ping any other device over the network (from any device) I get ~30ms pings and it is an IPv6. There are some spikes to 200 ms.I tried enabling only the 5 GHz, and I tried disabling IPv6. I'm now pinging IPv4 addresses but I'm still getting ~30msPage 4 Show
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